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Abstract
The genetic background of the craniofacial development is a sensitive topic: in this context twin
studies have had a relevant role as they allow to understand the effect of genes on the anatomical
variability observed in the population. In particular, monozygotic twins (MZT) share the same DNA and
allow to evaluate the genetic component of a specific morphology. In order to understand the
similarities and differences on the facial morphology of MZT in different portions of the face, a thirdbased, superimposition approach was applied to the 3D facial scans of 10 couples of MZT. The
experimental subjects were acquired through a stereophotogrammetric system, after the identification
of a set of reference landmarks on their facial surfaces. The landmarks were used to segment facial
areas of interest from the 3D reconstructions and to subdivide them into thirds, according to the
territories of distribution of trigeminal branches for somatic sensitivity. The left and right upper, middle
and lower facial thirds of each MZT couple were pairwise superimposed and the root mean square
(RMS) point-to-point distances were automatically calculated. Data were statistically analysed through
a two-way ANOVA, setting the level of significance at 5%. Post-hoc tests were performed with the
necessary reductions in the degrees of freedom. Results revealed statistically significant differences
among thirds (p < 0.05), while no differences were found for facial sides (p > 0.05) or for the third x
side interaction (p > 0.05). Post hoc tests showed statistically significant differences between the
upper and the lower facial thirds, and the middle and lower facial thirds (p < 0.05), with the middle and
lower thirds being the more different between the couples. In conclusion, stereophotogrammetric
techniques can be valid instruments to analyse the facial morphology of MZT. The acquisition
procedure is easy to perform, fast and free from risk, being suitable to obtain multiple subsequent 3D
reconstructions. These reconstructions can be superimposed and locally analysed in order to provide
an anatomically-based, detailed description of the most similar and different facial areas, useful for the
evaluation of the genetic components of a specific morphology.
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1. Introduction
The genetic background of the craniofacial morphology is a complex topic: epigenetic, gene dosage
and craniofacial enhancers may modify its development, thus hindering its clarification [1-3]. However,
in this context twin studies may play a significant role: monozygotic twins (MZT) share the same DNA
and are appropriate experimental models to understand the genetic and environmental components
of a specific morphology [1].
Previous studies have already investigated twin facial morphology, using both two and threedimensional (3D) imaging systems. Nevertheless, the advancement of the technologies in the last
years has enhanced the number of 3D studies in this field [4-7].
Among the 3D acquisition systems, optical instruments such as laser scanners and
stereophotogrammetry have permitted to reproduce 3D facial morphology safely and rapidly, in order
to perform reliable morphometric analyses of the face [8,9].
Their valuable advantage is the non invasiveness, which allows to perform multiple facial acquisitions
in healthy subjects that have no medical reasons to undergo other invasive or fastidious 3D imaging
procedures [10].
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Moreover, 3D models obtained from optical instruments allow to perform not only linear and angular
measurements, but also superimpositions [11]. The registration of the acquired models consents to
calculate point-to point distances between them (Root Mean Square, RMS), which provide a
quantitative index of their differences and similarities.
At this purpose, a previous study executed by Djorjevic et al. investigated the symmetry of the facial
thirds of a sample of 19 MZT and 18 dizygotic twins imaged through a laser scanner and analysed
through superimpositions [12]. The protocol required a set of two separate facial scans (right and left
sides of the face), that were acquired one after the other but with some possible modifications of facial
mimicry (eyes, nose and mouth regions). In contrast, stereophotogrammetric instruments have a
shorter acquisition time, and need a single acquisition, thus limiting possible bias due to involuntary
movements during the different phases of scan.
A part from that previous study [12], performed through laser scanner, to the best of our knowledge
no study has so far applied stereophotogrammetric 3D-3D superimposition to the analysis of facial
morphology in twins.
The aim of the current investigation is to evaluate differences and similarities on the superimposed
facial thirds of couples of MZT acquired through stereophotogrammetry. An anatomic criterion,
previously validated by our group, is used in the definition of the thirds [13]. Since the common
genetic background of the MZT, the information obtained in this study can be of interest in assessing
the respective influences by genes or environment on facial morphology.

2. Methods
2.1. Involved subjects
For this study 6 couples of male and 4 couples of female MZT, aged between 25 and 69 years, were
recruited. All the experimental subjects were Caucasoid and without a previous history of facial
surgery or trauma. Zygosity was ascertained by genetic tests, previously performed by the subjects
for reasons not related with the study.
All the procedures were not dangerous or invasive and were performed according to the Declaration
of Helsinki and after all the involved subjects had read, understood and voluntarily signed an informed
consent, according to local and international ethical rules.
2.2 Image acquisition
All the subjects were acquired with the stereophotogrammetric system VECTRA-3D® M3 (Canfield
Scientific, Inc., Fairfield, NJ).
VECTRA is an optical instrument, with a geometry resolution of 1.2 mm, that allows to obtain threedimensional reconstructions of the face [14]. The twins were imaged following a standardized
procedure: they sat in front of the system, with closed mouth and teeth in loose contact. Furthermore,
they were asked to keep a neutral facial expression [15,16].
Before the facial acquisitions, 50 anthropometric landmarks were marked on their faces. Collocation
of facial landmarks was performed by a trained and expert operator, using a black liquid eyeliner for
makeup. For all the acquisitions, a standardized protocol defined in the laboratory and already used in
previous studies was followed. A detailed description of the set of cutaneous landmarks can be found
elsewhere [17].
2.3 Identification of Facial Area of Interest (FAI) and facial thirds segmentation
The images were processed using Mirror® (Canfield Scientific Inc., Fairfield, NJ), the software of the
stereophotogrammetric system. The first step consisted in the selection of a facial area of interest
(FAI) to be analyzed for each subject.
This surface was semi-automatically detected: once the external-most facial landmarks had been
manually selected, the software was able to select the facial inner area and to remove the external
regions, such as hair and neck. Ears were excluded too (Figure 1). The procedure is described in
detail in a previous study performed by our group, and it was found to be repeatable [13].
For all the twin couples, the FAIs of the corresponding siblings were registered. Registration was
performed superimposing, conventionally, the face of the second-born twin on that of the first. It was
automatically done by the stereophotogrammetric system software, which registered the faces
according to the least differences between corresponding points on them.
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Considering the registered FAIs of all the couples of MZT, they were subdivided in hemifaces and
each facial half was divided in upper, middle and lower facial thirds. The segmentation was performed
following the territories of distribution of the trigeminal branches for somatic sensitivity, according to a
segmentation protocol defined by Codari et al. (Figure 2) [13].
RMS distances for upper, middle and lower facial thirds, for both the left and right sides of the face,
were automatically calculated by the software. Possible differences due to the side in different thirds
were assessed as well.
A color-coded map, resulting from the facial thirds superimpositions, was automatically generated by
the software. Figure 3 shows an example of map, obtained for the lower third in a couple of MZT.
Similar areas between the couples of MZT were represented in green, while differences were
depicted in red and blue. In particular, red areas indicate negative differences, while blue indicate
positive deviations.

Fig. 1. Semiautomatically segmented FAIs of a couple of MZT before facial registration.
The white arrow indicates the superimposition procedure performed, as convention,
registering the face of the second-born twin on that on the first .

Fig. 2. Upper (yellow), middle (blue) and lower (green) facial thirds, segmented on the registered FAIs of a couple
of MZT. Segmentation was performed according to the territories of distribution of the trigeminal branches for
somatic sensitivity.
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Fig. 3. Colour coded map showing areas of the lower facial third
that are similar (green) or differ (red and blue) in a couple of MZT.

Statistical analysis
Normality of all data was checked using Jarque Bera test. A two-way ANOVA was executed on RMS
values from facial thirds superimposition on corresponding twins (Factor 1: facial third; Factor 2: side;
the facial third x side interaction was also computed). The level of significance was set at 5%. Posthoc tests were performed with the necessary reductions in the degrees of freedom.

3. Results
Table 1 reports the RMS values calculated from facial thirds superimpositions on couples of
corresponding twins, while table 2 shows the results for the two-way ANOVA performed on the
previously calculated RMS values. The results of post-hoc tests are shown too. Statistically significant
differences were found according to thirds (p<0.05), not according to side (p>0.05). Post-hoc test
revealed that differences between the lower facial thirds and the other two portions were statistically
significant (p<0.05). Overall, the lower facial third was significantly more discordant between MZT
than the other parts of the face.
Table 1. The RMS values (mean ±SD) calculated from facial thirds
superimpositions on couples of corresponding twins

RMS [mm]

left facial
side
right facial
side

Upper third

Middle third

Lower third

Mean
SD

1.2
0.3

1.3
0.5

1.7
0.7

Mean
SD

1.1
0.2

1.2
0.4

1.8
0.5
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Table 2. Two-way ANOVA and post hoc tests of RMS values
from facial thirds superimposition on corresponding twins.

Two- way ANOVA
facial thirds

p = 0.0004

facial side
facial thirds x side

p=1
p = 0.81

Post hoc tests
p = 0.39
p = 0.002
p = 0.006

upper third vs middle third
upper third vs lower third
middle third vs lower third

4. Discussion
Despite the role of molecular biology in twin studies is supposed to be predominant, morphological
investigations have given a significant contribution to this field, due to technologic advancement [17].
The current study represents a morphological stereophotogrammetric evaluation of the similarities
and differences of the facial thirds of 10 couples of MZT, through a superimposition approach.
A similar approach was applied by a previous study, which investigated the symmetry of the facial
thirds of a sample of mono- and dyzigotic twins [12]. In that study, the acquisitions were performed
using a laser scanner, and in particular a device that required a separate capture of the right and left
facial sides and their successive automatical combination into a single image.
On the contrary, the stereophotogrammetric instrument used in the current study allows the complete
facial acquisition in a very short time and with a single scan [14]. This aspect has an important role
since facial involuntary movements can affect the 3D reconstruction and the rapidity of the acquisition
system must be considered, when performing morphological evaluations [18].
Furthermore, our study considers an anatomic subdivision of the face in thirds, that follows the
territories of distribution of the main trigeminal branches for somatic sensitivity. Nevertheless, in other
studies, the subdivision of the face in thirds was performed, arbitrarily, through horizontal planes
[19,20].
Since the aim of this investigation was the assessment of similarities and differences in facial areas of
couples of individuals who share the same DNA, an anatomic detailed assessment seemed to be
mandatory, considering the future possibility to correlate the genetic background of the twins to the
morphological features.
Our results show the presence of statistically significant differences among the MZT facial thirds,
while no differences are found for the facial side and the thirds x side interaction. In accordance with
existing literature, most of the differences involve the lower facial thirds, thus indicating a different
influence of the genetic factors in different facial areas [12,20]. Interestingly, although the analysis was
performed through another method of 3D image acquisition, the present results confirm the study by
Djordjevic et al. based on laser scanner technology [3]: this concordance strengthened once more the
importance of environment in determining the lower third which proved to be the most different part of
the face in twins.
Further investigations on a larger sample are mandatory to clarify genetic and environmental
relationships on MZT. Stereophotogrammetric techniques can be considered valid tools for these
types of investigations.
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